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an error signal e(i), and weighting coefficients w^ to

wQ* and the feedback filter coefficient wb* are estimated
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the error signal e(i) is minimized. At the transmitting side

a transmitted signal is delayed for 1T and is then multi-

plied by the feedback filter coefficient wb
*

( then inter-

symbol interference is subtracted from the transmitted

signal to distort it, and the distorted signal is multiplied

by the weighting coefficients w
1
* to wQ*. respectively,

thereby creating transmitted baseband signals for appli-

cation to the antennas 11 1 to 1

1

Q .
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an adaptive s

array transmitter-receiver that suppresses degradation

of the transmission performance due to interference sig-

nals and intersymbol interference in digital radio com-
munications and, more particularly, to an adaptive array

transmitter-receiver in a TDD system which uses the 10

same carrier frequency in both uplink and downlink

channels.

PRIOR ART
15

[0002] In digital mobile communications, the spatial

reuse of the same frequency is adopted for the purpose
of efficient utilization of frequency and one of significant

challenges thereto is countermeasures against cochan-
nel interference. An adaptive array, which is a kind of 20

interference canceller, is one of promising techniques

therefor; referring first to Fig. 1 , its operation will be
described, by way of example, in connection with recep-

tion by a base station under the uplink channel. With the

adaptive array, it is possible to suppress interference 25

signals through adaptive control of the directivity 10 of

the array antenna 11 in its entirety by combining

received signals from its plural antennas while control-

ling their phases and amplitudes. In the example of Fig.

1 , in the case of receiving transmitted signals from a so

mobile station M1, a base station BS decreases the

antenna gain of the array antenna 1 1 in the directions of

interfering mobile stations M2 and M3 to suppress
received signals therefrom, i.e. interference signals,

while at the same time increasing the antenna gain in 3s

the direction of the mobile station M1 to receive the

desired signal at a sufficiently high level.

[0003] Fig. 2 depicts the frame structure in the TDD
(Time Division Duplex) system. In the TDD system, as
shown in Fig. 2-Row A, for example, the mobile stations 40

M1, M2 and M3 time-share carriers of the same fre-

quency, besides each mobile station uses the same car-

rier frequency over its uplink UL and downlink DL
Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 2-Row B, for example, the

mobile station M1 sends a signal in burst form to the 45

base station over the uplink UL of a given time slot and
receives a signal in burst form from the base station

over the downlinkDL Each burst signal is composed of

a training signal TR and a data signal DATA following it,

and the uplink burst signal and the downlink burst signal so

are adjacent but separated by a guard time TQ from

each other. Hence, uplink and downlink channel

impulse responses could be regarded as substantially

the same unless they undergo sharp variations during

the uplink and downlink burst. The guard time TQ is ss

determined taking into account a relatively long trans-

mission delay of the channel.

[0004] In such a system that employs the same carrier

frequency for the uplink and the downlink as in the TDD
system, since adjoining uplink and downlink burst sig-

nals can be regarded as propagating over substantially

the same channel, the uplink and downlink channel

impulse responses can also be considered the same.
Accordingly, if the pattern of a receiving antenna gain

obtained over the uplink is used as a transmitting

antenna pattern over the downlink, it is possible to

reduce interference with reception at the mobile station

in the downlink. This will be described with reference to

Fig. 1 ; if the receiving antenna gain is used as the trans-

mitting antenna pattern 10, no radio waves are sent

toward the mobile stations M2 and M3 but radio waves
are sent in the direction of the mobile station Mt , so that

interference at the mobile stations M2 and M3 can be
suppressed.

[0005] An adaptive array transmitter-receiver utilizing

this transmission system is described, for example, in

Shigeru TOMISATO and Tadashi MATSUMOTO, "Per-

formances of Adaptive Transmission Array in TDD
Mobile Communication Systems, " B-5-87, 1997 IEICE
General Conference; its configuration is shown in Fig. 3
with some parts supplemented. Incidentally, it is

assumed in Fig. 3 that the sampling period Ts of a
receiver baseband signal is equal to the modulation

symbol duration T.

[0006] Having passed through duplexers 121 to 12q
from Q (where Q is an integer equal to or greater than

2) transmitting-receiving antennas forming the array

antenna 11, received signals are converted, by base-
band signal generators 13 1 to 13Q respectively corre-

sponding thereto, to baseband signals, which are fed as
received baseband signals to output terminals 14

1 to

14q. The received baseband signals each have an in-

phase and a quadrature component, and the baseband
signal generators 13

1 to 13Q shown in Fig. 3 constitute

a receiving part 13. All the baseband signals will herein-

after be given in complex notation with the in-phase and
quadrature components denoted as the real and imagi-

nary parts, respectively, The received baseband signals

*i(D to xo(i) corresponding to the high-frequency sig-

nals from the transmitting-receiving antennas 11j to

1 1q are multiplied by weighting coefficients Wj* to wQ
*

in complex multipliers 151 to 15Q , respectively, and the
multiplier outputs are added together by a complex
adder 16, from which the resulting combined signal y(i)

is output. By adaptive control of the weighting coeffi-

cients w^ to wQ*, the directivity of the receiving

antenna gain of the array antenna 1 1 can be controlled,

and consequently, the combined signal y(i) can be gen-
erated so that interference signals are suppressed. The
complex multipliers 15! to 15q and the complex adder
16 make up a linear combination part 20. A decision unit

1 7 makes a hard decision on the combined signal y(i)

and outputs a decision signal via an output terminal 18.

[0007] Assume that a known training signal is used for

initial convergence of parameter estimation and that the

received signal is sent in burst form with the training sig-

10

15
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nat followed by the data signal as referred to previously

with reference to Fig. 2. A switching circuit 19 outputs

the training signal from a training signal memory 21 dur-

ing the training signal period, and during the following

data signal period outputs the decision signal. A com-
plex subtracter 22 outputs, as an error signal e(i), the

difference between the output from the switching circuit

1 9 and the combined signal from the complex adder 1 6.

The decision unit 17, the switching circuit 19, the train-

ing signal memory 21 and the complex subtracter 22
make up a signal decision part 24. A parameter estima-

tion part 23 inputs thereinto the received baseband sig-

nals x^i) to xq(i) and the error signal e(i), and estimates

the weighting coefficients wt
* to wQ* through the use of

a least mean squares algorithm so that a mean-squared
value of the error signal e(i) is minimized.

[0008] On the other hand, a transmitted signal is input

via an input terminal 25 and a hybrid 26 into complex
multipliers 271 to 27Q . The complex multipliers 27 1 to

27Q multiply the transmitted signal by the abovemen-
tioned weighting coefficients w,' to w0 *. respectively.

This is equivalent to an operation of matching the trans-

mitting antenna pattern witi the r»ce«vtng antenna pat-

tern. The hybrid 26 and the comptex multipliers 27! to

27Q constitute a transmitted baseband generation part

30. Q output signals from the complex multipliers to

27Q are converted by RF modulated wave generators

2&*\ to 28q into RF frequency band signals, which are

fed via the duplexers 12, to 12c *> the transmitting-

receiving antennas 1

1

1 to 11Q respectively correspond-

? ing thereto, from which they are transmitted. The RF
modulated wave generators 28, to 28Q make up a
transmitting part 28.

[0009] The received baseband signal generators 13 1

to 13Q and the RF modulated wave generators 28^ to

28Q perform down-conversion and up-conversion of fre-

quency using a carrier signal which is generated by a
carrier signal generator 29. In Fig 4 there is depicted

the configuration of the received baseband signal gen-

erator 13q (q=1 , Q). The received signal input via an
input terminal 31q is amplified by a low-noise amplifier

32 and then branched by a hybrid 33. One of the

branched signals is multiplied, in a multiplier 35, by a
carrier signal fed thereto via an input terminal 34, then

the multiplied signal is input into a low-pass filter 36. and
then it is convened by an A/D converter 37 into a digital

signal by being sampled every sampling period Ts. The
other signal from the hybrid 33 is multiplied, in a multi-

plier 39, by a carrier signal that is shifted 90 degrees in

phase by a phase shifter 38, and the multiplied signal is

input into a low-pass filter 41 , thereafter being sampled
by an A/D converter 42 for conversion into a digital sig-

nal. This manipulation is a quasi-coherent detection,

and the outputs from the A/D converters 37 and 42 cor-

respond to the in-phase and quadrature components of

the quasi-coherent detected signal; the two outputs are

combined into a received baseband signal Xq, which is

fed via an output terminal 1

4

q to the multiplier 1

5

q
in Fig.

3.

[0010] Fig. 5 shows the configuration of the RF mod-
ulated wave generator 28q (q-1, .... Q). A transmitted

baseband signal Vq is input thereinto via an input termi-

5 nal 44
q . The in-phase component of the transmitted

baseband signal vq is multiplied, in a multiplier 45, by a
carrier signal fed thereto via an input terminal 34. On
the other hand, the quadrature component is multiplied,

in a multiplier 47, by the carrier signal shifted 90
10 degrees in phase by a phase shifter 46. The outputs

from the multipliers 45 and 47 are combined by an
adder 48, and the combined signal is amplified by a
transmitting amplifier 49, from which it is fed via an out-

put terminal 51q to the duplexer 12q and thence to the
is antenna 1

1

q
in Fig. 3.

[0011] In the adaptive array transmitter-receiver

depicted in Fig. 3, intersymbol interference cannot be
ignored when the delay time of a delayed signal compo-
nent becomes longer 0.2 times or more the modulation

20 symbol duration T. In the case of receiving such delayed
signals, that is, in frequency selective fading environ-

ments, the delayed signal components from the desired
station are removed as interference signal components,
and hence they run to waste-this means that radio

25 waves from the desired station are not effectively

received. In addition, letting the number of antennas
being represented by Q and if the number of interfer-

ence signals including delayed signal components of

the desired signal is more than Q, only up to Q-1 inter-

so ference signals can be removed; therefore, radio waves
from other interfering stations cannot be removed by the
number of delayed signal components that are
removed, resulting in the reception/transmissipn per-

formance being degraded accordingly. Furthermore, the
35 mobile station that receives radio waves transmitted

from the adaptive array transmitter-receiver is required

to be additionally equipped with the function of an
equalizer in the radio receiver so as to suppress degra-
dation of the reception/transmission performance due to

40 intersymbol interference caused by the delayed signal

components; in this instance, the hardware scale of the

receiver of the mobile station becomes enormous.
[001 2] As described above, in the frequency selective

fading environments the conventional adaptive array

45 transmitter-receiver can neither effectively receive radio

waves from a desired station nor sufficiently remove
interfering signals emanating from other stations, and
hence it is subject to degradation of the reception/trans-

mission performance; besides, the function of an equal-
so izer is needed in the receiver of each mobile station

which receives transmitted signals-this makes hard-

ware implementation of the receiver difficult.

[0013] An object of the present invention is to provide

an adaptive array transmitter-receiver which keeps the
55 reception/transmission performance from degradation

even in the frequency selective fading environments
and avoids the need for the function of an equalizer in

receivers of mobile stations.

3
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

s Fig. 1 is a diagram depicting the directional pattern

of a conventional adaptive array antenna in a base
station and an example of the relationship between
the base station's and mobile stations, positions.

Fig. 2 is a diagram depicting the frame structure of

10 a burst signal in the TDD system.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the functional

structure of a conventional adaptive array transmit-

ter-receiver.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the functional

is structure of a received baseband signal generator
13 in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the functional

structure of an RF modulated wave generator 28 in

Fig. 3.

20 Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustrating the functional

structure of Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating the functional

structure of an adaptive array equalizing/receiving

part in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

25 Fig. 8 is a trellis diagram based on a Vtterbi algo-

rithm in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 is a block diagram depicting the functional

structure of a modified form of the Fig. 7 embodi-
ment.

30 Fig. 10 is a block diagram depicting the functional

structure of another modified form of the Fig. 7
embodiment.
Fig. 1 1 is a block diagram depicting the functional

structure of a modified form of the Fig. 6 embodt-
35 ment.

Fig. 12 is a block diagram depicting the functional

structure of still another modified form of the Fig. 7
embodiment.

Fig. 13 is a functional block diagram illustrating an
40 embodiment that employs transversal filters as mul-

tipliers.

Fig. 14 is a block diagram depicting an example of

the configuration of the transversal filter in Fig. 13.

Fig. 1 5 is a block diagram showing an example of a
45 fractional-interval transversal filter.

Fig. 16A is a waveform diagram showing a gain
control signal which is applied to a complex multi-

plier 77 during a training signal period.

Fig. 16B is a waveform diagram showing a transmit-
so ter distortion signal rendered into pulse form by the

gain control signal of Fig. 16A.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0014] An adaptive array transmitter-receiver accord-

ing to the present invention, which utilizes the TDD sys-

tem, comprises:

receiving means for converting received signals

from Q (where Q is an integer equal to or greater

than 2) transmitting/receiving antennas into base-

band signals, and for outputting the received base-
band signals;

linear combination means for weighting each of

said received baseband signals by weighting coeffi-

cients, and for combining the resulting weighted
received baseband signals to generate a combined
signal;

feedback filter means for convoluting a feedback
complex symbol signal and feedback fitter coeffi-

cients, and for outputting the result of convolution

as a feedback signal;

signal decision means supplied with said combined
signal and said feedback signal, for making a signal

decision and outputting a decision signal, and for

outputting an error signal resulting from the signal

decision, said feedback complex symbol signal and
a complex symbol signal for parameter estimation;

parameter estimating means supplied with said

received baseband signals, said complex symbol
signal for parameter estimation and said error sig-

nal, for estimating said weighting coefficients and
said feedback fflter coefficients so that a mean-
square value square of said error signal becomes
minimum, and for outputting the estimated coeffi-

cients;

transmitter distortion means for convoluting said

feedback filter coefficients and a delayed transmit-

ted distortion signal to obtain an estimated channel
distortion, for subtracting said estimated channel
distortion from a transmitted signal, and for gener-

ating the result of subtraction as said transmitted

distortion signal;

transmitted baseband generating means for weight-

ing said transmitted distortion signal by said weight-

ing coefficients to generate Q transmitted

baseband signals; and
transmitting means for converting said transmitted

baseband signals into RF frequency signals, and
for transmitting them via said transmitting-receiving

antennas corresponding thereto, respectively.

[0015] The said signal decision means may be deci-

sion feedback means that makes a hard decision of said

combined signal, or maximum likelihood sequence esti-

mation means that makes a signal decision by maxi-

mum likelihood sequence estimation using, as an error

signal, the difference between said combined signal

and a replica signal.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0017] In Fig. 6 there is shown the configuration of

Embodiment 1 of the present invention. The array

55 Embodiment 1
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antenna 11 , the duplexer 12, the received baseband
signal generating part 13 and the RF modulated wave
generating part 28 are identical in construction with

those in Fig. 3, and hence they are shown in block form

in Fig. 6. Assume here that the sampling period Ts is

equal to the symbol duration T and that the maximum
delay time of a delayed signal component of the desired

signal is IT. The received baseband signals x^i) to xq(0

are input via the terminals 14
1 to 14Q . The received

baseband signals x-|(i) to Xq(i), which correspond to the

received high-frequency signals from the transmitting-

receiving antennas 1^ to 11 Ql are multiplied by the

weighting coefficients w1
* to wQ* in the complex multi-

pliers 15f to 15q, respectively, and they are combined
by the complex adder 16 into the combined signal y(i).

By adaptive control of the weighting coefficients w/ to

wQ*
( the directivity of the receiving antenna gain can be

controlled, and hence the combined signal y(i) can be
generated so that interfering signals are suppressed.

The complex multipliers 15i to 15Q and the complex
adder 16 make up the linear combination part 20.

[0018] In this embodiment, for the purpose of initial

convergence of the parameter estimation, the switching

circuit 19 passes therethrough a known training signal

from the training signal memory 21 to the subtracter 22
during the training signal period, thereby obtaining the

error signal e(i) which is the difference between the

training signal and the combined signal. Based on this

error signal, a parameter estimation part 71 estimates

the channel impulse response (corresponding to a feed-

back filter coefficientwb*) and the weighting coefficients
* to wQ* as described later on. During the data signal

period following the training signal, the switching circuit

1 9 passes therethrough a decision signal from the deci-

sion unit 1 7 to the subtracter 22 for comparison with the

combined signal, and based on the error e(i) between
the two signals, the parameter estimation circuit 71

adaptively updates the feedback filter coefficient wb
*

and the weighting coefficients w/ to wQ\
[0019] In this embodiment, a complex symbol signal

aR (i), which is the output from the switching circuit 19, is

delayed by a delay element 62 for the time 1T and then

convoluted (multiplied) by the feedback filter coefficient

wb
* in a complex multiplier 63, from which a feedback

signal is provided, The feedback signal is an estimation

of intersymbol interference caused by delayed signal

components, and the complex multiplier 63 constitutes

a feedback filter part 64. To remove intersymbol interfer-

ence, a complex subtracter 65 subtracts the feedback

signal from the combined signal y(i) to generate an
intersymbol interference removed signal and applies it

to the decision unit 17. The decision unit 17 makes a
hard decision of this signal and outputs a decision sig-

nal via the output terminal 18. The complex subtracter

22 outputs, as the error signal e(i), the difference

between the intersymbol interference removed signal

and the output aR(i) from the switching circuit 19 which

is the decision signal, and provides the error signal to

the parameter estimation part 71. The delay element
62, the complex subtracters 22 and 65, the decision unit

17, the switching circuit 19 and the training signal mem-
ory 21 make up a signal decision part 67, and the signal

5 decision part 67 and the feedback filter part 64 consti-

tute a decision feedback equalizer 66. The linear combi-
nation part 20 and the equalizer 66 in combination will

hereinafter be referred to as an adaptive array equaliz-

ing/receiving part 60.

10 [0020] The parameter estimation part 71 inputs there-

into the received baseband signals x-,(i) to xQ(i). the
delayed element output aR(i-l) which is a delayed ver-

sion of the decision signal, and the error signal e(i), and
estimates the weighting coefficients Wj * to wQ* and the

is feedback filter coefficient wb* through the use of the

least squares algorithm so that the mean-square value
of the error signal e(i) is minimized.

[0021] Since the intersymbol interference due to

delayed signal components is removed in the signal

20 decision part 67, no delayed signal components of the
desired signal are removed in the linear combination
part 20. In the linear combination part 20, letting the
number of antennas be represented by Q, the number
of interference signals that can be removed is limited

25 only to Q-1 ; radio waves from other interfering stations

can be removed corresponding to the number of

delayed signal components of the desired signal that

need not to be removed. In contrast to this, the prior art

example of Fig. 3 is not designed to remove intersymbol

30 interference from the combined signal in the signal deci-

sion part 24, and the delayed signal components from
the desired station are regarded as interfering signal

components because of the use of the adaptive algo-

rithm in the parameter estimation part 23, and they are
35 removed by the control of the weighting coefficients w

1
*

to wQ* for the linear combination part 20; hence, the
number of interference signals from other interfering

stations that can be removed decreases correspond-
ingly. Thus, this embodiment permits effective removal

40 of radio waves from other interfering stations as com-
pared with the prior art example, and hence it improves
the reception/transmission performance accordingly.

[0022] Next, a description will be given of the transmit-

ting part in Fig. 6. Since the uplink and the downlink
45 shares the same carrier frequency in the TDD system

as described, the uplink and downlink channels can be
regarded as substantially the same. Hence, at the trans-

mitting side the feedback filter coefficientwb*. computed
at the receiving side when it received the last symbol of

so the uplink signal, is fed intact to a complex multiplier 74
to generate a channel distortion due to intersymbol

interference that is anticipated, and the channel distor-

tion is pre-subtracted by a subtracter 75 from the base-
band signal a-Ki) to be transmitted, that is, pre-coding of

55 the transmitter signal takes place. Further, the weighting
coefficients w/ to wQ*, calculated simultaneously with
the coefficient wb*. are fed intact to the transmitted

baseband generation part 30, whereby the same

5
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antenna pattern as the receiving antenna pattern of the

array antenna 1 1 is set at the time of transmission. That
is, a transmitter distortion signal b(i) is delayed by a
delay element 73 for the period 1T and then multiplied

by the feedback filter coefficient wb* in a complex multi-

plier 74. The multiplication result is subtracted by a
complex subtractor 75 from the transmitted complex
symbol signal aT (i) input thereinto through the input ter-

minal 25. Letting the numbers of signal points on the I

and Q axes of the transmitter distortion signal (a com-
plex symbol signal) b(i) be represented by M, a modulo
operation part 72 performs a modulo-2M operation of

the subtraction result (aT (i) - wb*b(i-1)}. That is, by per-

forming the operation of the following expression

b(i) = (a T (i) - w b *b(i-1)}mod 2M (1)

if the real or imaginary part of the result of subtraction

by the complex subtractor 75 is outside a range of from
-M to +M. an integral multiple of 2M is subtracted from
or added to the real or imaginary part, by which it can be
shifted into the -M to +M range In the case of QPSK
modulation, M = 2. This processing * ntended to pre-

vent the feedback loop from cftsperston depending on
the channel condition owvtg to the feedback of the
transmission distortion signal b(o to the complex sub-
tractor 75 via the delay element 73 and the complex
multiplier 74. Incidentally, the recerver w\ the mobile sta-

tion is required to take this modulo operation into

account when it makes the signal dectsen. The preven-
tion of dispersion due to the feedback loop by such
modulo operation is disclosed, lor example, in Har-
ashima et al, "Matched-Transmssion Technique for

Channels with Intersymbol Interference." IEEE Tans.
Comm., vol. COM-20, pp. 774-780. August 1972, but
this literature is silent about the appbcabon of the mod-
ulo operation to the adaptive array as proposed by the
present invention.

[0023] Now, the signal obtained by Eq. (1) will be
newly called the transmitter distortion signal b(i), The
complex subtractor 75, a modulo operation unit 72, the
delay element 73 and the complex multiplier 74 make
up a transmitter distortion part 76. Multipliers 77 and 78
will be described later on, which are assumed here to

multiply a gain G0=G1 =1 (that is, they may be omitted in

this embodiment). Such pre-coding of the transmission

signal is intended to generate a received signal free

from intersymbol interference due to delayed signal

components at the receiving end which receives the
transmission signal; to this end, a distorted component
corresponding to intersymbol interference to which the

transmission signal aT(i) will be subject during transmis-

sion is subtracted therefrom in advance to thereby can-
cel the distortion at the receiving end.

[0024] The transmitted distortion signal b(i), which is

the output signal from the transmitted distortion part 76,

is fed into a transmitting filter part 79, wherein it is lim-

ited to a predetermined band, thereafter being input into

10

the complex multipliers 27^ to 27Q via the hybrid 26. In

the complex multipliers 27! to 27Qt the band-limited
transmitter distortion signal b(i) is multiplied by the
abovementioned weighting coefficients w^ to wQ*,

5 respectively. This is an operation equivalent to making
the transmitting antenna pattern match up with the
receiving antenna pattern. The Q output signals of the
complex multipliers 27-, to 27Q are supplied as transmit-

ter baseband signals to the array antenna 1 1 through

w the output terminals 44-, to 44Q , the RF modulated wave
generating part 28 and the duplexer 12. The transmit-

ting filter part 79, the hybrid 26 and the complex multipli-

ers 27
1

to 27Q constitute the transmitted baseband
generating part 30, and the transmitted distortion part

is 76 and the transmitted baseband generating part 30
constitute a transmission array pre-coding part 70.

[0025] It has already been described that the trans-

mission of the transmitted distortion signal b(i) protects
the received signal from intersymbol interference at the

20 receiving end. This will be described below mathemati-
cally. To begin with, the combined signal y(i), which is

the output signal of the linear combination part 20. is

expressed by the following equation using the output
aR(i) of the switching circuit 19, the feedback filter coef-

25 ficient wb* and the error signal e(i):

y(i) = a R (i) + w b*a R(M) + e(i) (2)

Eq. (2), if expressed in terms of z-transfbrmation by set-

30 ting the z-transformation of y(i) as Y(z" 1
), the z-transfbr-

mation of aR(i) as AR(z*
1
) and the z-transformation of

e(i) as E(z*1
), is given as follows:

Y(z-
1

) = (1+w b*z-
1
)A R (z*

1

) + E(z-
1

) (3)
35

Accordingly, letting the z-transformation of the channel
impulse response be represented by H(z" 1

), it is given
as follows:

40 H(z-
1

) = (1+w b*z-
1

) (4)

Next, the transmitted distortion signal b(i), if expressed
using the transmission signal a-rfi) and the feedback ti-

ter coefficientwb*, is given as follows;

45

b(i) = a T (i) - w b*b(M) + 2Mc (i) (5)

where c® is a discrete complex number which makes
each of the imaginary and the real part an integer. Eq.

so (5), if expressed in terms of z-transformation by setting

the z-transfbrmation of b(i) as B(z' 1
), the z-transfbrma-

tion of a-KO as Arfz
1
) and the z-transfbrmation of c(i) as

C(z* 1
), is given as follows:

55 (1+w b*z"
1
)B(z'

1)=A T(z'
1
) + 2MC(z

1

) (6)

Using Eq. (4), Eq. (6) becomes as follows:

6
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H(z'')B{z') = A T(z"
1

) + 2MC(2*
1

) (7)

In the above, H(z' 1
)B(z' 1

) is the received signal at the

receiving end, and that it is equal to the sum of the z-

transformation A(z" 1
) of aT(i) and the z-transformation s

2MC(z* 1
) of 2Mc(i) means that the received signal,

though added with the discrete complex number, is free

from the intersymbot interference due to the delayed

signal components.

[0026] Since the received signal is not subject to the w
intersymbol interference resulting from delayed signal

components even in the frequency selective fading envi-

ronments as described above, the equalizer function is

not needed in the receiver of the mobile station and its

hardware implementation becomes simple. is

EMBODIMENT 2

[0027] The equalizer 66 of the adaptive array equali-

zation/reception part 60 in the Fig. 6 embodiment does 20

not effectively use the power of the delayed signal com-
ponents of the desired signal because the intersymbol

interference due to the delayed signal components is

removed from the combined signal in the signal deci-

sion part 67. In Fig. 7 there is depicted an embodiment 25

of the signal decision part 67 of the adaptive array

equalization/reception part 60 that makes effective use
of the power. This embodiment utilizes the maximum
likelihood sequence estimation in the signal decision

part 67 of the equalizer 66. Incidentally, the array 30

antenna 11, the duplexer 12, the received baseband
signal generating part 13, the RF modulated wave gen-

erating part 28 and the transmission array pre-coding

part 70 in this embodiment are the same as those used
in the Fig. 6 embodiment, and hence they are not 35

shown. Let it be assumed that the sampling period Ts is

equal to the symbol duration T and that the maximum
delay time of the delayed signal components of the

desired signal is IT.

[0028] The received baseband signals x n (i) to Xo(i) 40

input via the terminals 14-, to 14Q are multiplied by the

weighting coefficients w-,* to wQ* in the complex multi-

pliers 15
1 to 15q, respectively, and the multiplier outputs

are added together by the complex adder 16 into the

combined signal y(i). Adaptive control of the weighting 45

coefficients w 1
* to wQ* allows control of the directivity of

the receiving antenna gain, making it possible to gener-

ate the combined signal y(i) of the desired signal com-
ponents with interfering signal components suppressed.

[0029] The signal decision part 67 is made up of a so

complex subtracter 86, a squaring circuit 87, a Viterbi

algorithm operation circuit 81, the switching circuit 19

and the training signal memory 21. In this embodiment,

too, the switching circuit 19 selects the training signal

read out of the memory 21 during the training signal 55

period of the received signal and, during the data signal

period, selects a candidate symbol signal for the

received signal from the Viterbi algorithm operation cir-

cuit 81 , the selected signal being fed into a feedback fil-

ter part 85. The complex symbol candidate am(i) output
from the Viterbi algorithm operation circuit 81 is fed via

the switching circuit 19 to the feedback filter part 85,
wherein it is delayed by a delay element 82 for the time
1T, while at the same time it is fed to a complex adder
84. The complex symbol candidate am(i-l) delayed by
the delay element is fed to the parameter estimation

part 71, while at the same time it is fed to a complex
multiplier 83 and is convoluted (in this example, multi-

plied) by the feedback filter coefficient wb
* from the

parameter estimation part 71 . The multiplier output is

applied to the complex adder 84, wherein it is added to

the non-delayed complex symbol candidate a^D. and
the adder output is fed as a feecfoack signal to the com-
plex subtracter 86. The delay element 82, the complex
multiplier 83 and the complex adder 84 constitute the
feedback filter part 85, which corresponds to the feed-

back filter part 64 in the embodiment of Fig. 6. The feed-

back signal, which is output from the complex adder 84.
is a replica signal that is an estimated version of the
received signal subjected to a channel delay and a
channel distortion.

[0030] The complex subtracter 86 outputs, as the error

signal e(i), the difference between the combined signal

y(i) and the replica signal. The squaring circuit 87 multi-

plies the square of an absolute value of the error signal

e(i) by a negative constant and outputs the multplied

value as likelihood information, i.e. as a branch metric.

The Viterbi algorithm operation circuit 81 outputs the
aforementioned complex symbol candidate, and makes
the signal decision by the maximum likelihood

sequence estimation through the use of the Viterbi algo-

rithm. In concrete terms, the Viterbi algorithm operation

circuit calculates a log likelihood function, i.e. a path
metric, as an accumulated value of branch metrics for

each complex symbol sequence candidate, and com-
putes by the Viterbi algorithm a complex symbol
sequence candidate that maximizes the path metric.

Furthermore, the Viterbi algorithm operation circuit out-

puts to the output terminal 1 8, as a decision signal, that

complex symbol of the selected complex symbol
sequence candidate preceding the current one for the
time of delay by the signal decision. The parameter esti-

mation part 71 is supplied with the received baseband
signals x-i to xq, the delayed complex symbol a^i-l)
and the error signal e(i), and determines the feedback
filter coefficientwb* and the weighting coefficients w-| * to

wQ* by the least squares algorithm so that the power of

the error signal e(i) is minimized. The signal decision

part 67 and the feedback filter part 85 form the equalizer

66 employing the maximum likelihood sequence esti-

mation.

[0031] For example, in the case where the QPSK
modulation system is used and the channel is two path
propagation with the time delay being 1T period, if the
Viterbi algorithm is used for the maximum likelihood

sequence estimation, the trellis diagram in this case is

7
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such as shown in Fig. 8. For every path having survived

at each time i, that is, for each of states S1
, S2, S3 and

S4, the complex symbol am(i) corresponding to the state

is output as a complex symbol candidate, and the

parameter estimation is made in the parameter estima-

tion part 71. Accordingly, the parameter estimation

needs to be made corresponding to the number of

states (four in Fig. 8) at each time-this increases the

computational complexity but ensures sufficient tracking

of channel variations. The weighting coefficients w-i* to

wQ* that are set in the transmitted baseband signal gen-

erating part 30 and the feedback filter coefficient wb
*

that is set in the transmitted distortion part 76 have the

values corresponding to the maximum likelihood

sequence at the final symbol of the received burst sig-

nal.

[0032] Although in the Fig. 7 embodiment the delayed
complex symbol signal am(M) is multiplied by the feed-

back filter coefficient wb
*

f the non-delayed symbol sig-

nal am(i) may also be multiplied by the feedback filter

coefficient wb *. In such an instance, (wb
*)' 1 is provided

as each of the weighting coefficient of the complex mul-

tiplier 74 and the gain G1 of the complex multiplier 78 in

the transmitted distortion part 76 (see Fig. 6) at the

transmitting side. Since the complex multiplier 78
merely serves as an amplifier, however, gain G^l may
be provided thereto in place of Q

1
=(w b

*)
* 1

(that is, the

multiplier 78 may be omitted). This modified form is

identical in construction with the Fig. 7 embodiment
except the above.

[0033] The embodiment of Fig. 7 may be modified

such that the decision output of the Viterbi algorithm

operation circuit 81 , in place of the delayed symbol sig-

nal am(i-1), is fed to the parameter estimation part 71 as
depicted in Fig. 10. The Viterbi algorithm involves a
decision delay, and the decision signal is delayed
behind the current one for the period corresponding to

the decision delay, but this does not matter if channel

variations are negligible during the decision delay; since

there is no need for making the parameter estimation

corresponding to the number of states at each time i,

the computational complexity can be reduced. In this

situation, the parameter estimation part 71 feeds the

received baseband signals x^i) xo(i) and the error

signal e(0 to a parameter estimation circuit 71 A after

delaying them by delay circuits 71 C
t to 71Cq and 71

B

for the time of delay caused by the signal decision as
shown in Fig. 10.

[0034] Fig. 1 1 illustrates a modified form of the Fig. 6
embodiment, in which the parameters wb

* and w/ to

wQ* estimated during the training signal period are used
intact without modification during the data signal period.

In this case, training signals are sequentially applied, as
a complex symbol sequence an(i). aR(i+1), ... to the

parameter estimation part 71 , then the weighting coeffi-

cients w.,* to wQ* and the feedback fitter coefficient wb
*

are sequentially determined by the least squares
method from the error signal e(i), the training symbol

signal aR(i) and the received baseband signals x
1 to xq,

and the weighting coefficients w t
* and wQ* and the

feedback filter coefficient wb* thus determined at the
last symbol signal of the training signal are used intact

5 without modification during the data signal period.

[0035] Fig. 12 illustrates a modified form of the Fig. 9
embodiment, in which the parameters wb* and w^ to

wQ* estimated during the training signal period are used
intact without modification during the data signal period

10 as is the case with the Fig. 11 embodiment. In this

instance, too, the parameter estimation during the train-

ing signal period is performed by applying the complex
symbol signal am(i) from the training signal memory 21
directly to the parameter estimation part 71 and then

is sequentially estimating the parameters Wj* to wQ* and
wb* by using the training symbol signal, the received
baseband signals xA to xq and the error signal e(0 from
the complex subtracter 86 through the use of the least

squares method. The parameters estimated at the last

so complex symbol signal of the training signal are not
updated during the data signal period but are used
intact

[0036] In the embodiments of Figs. 7, 9, 10 and 12,

since intersymbol interference due to delayed signal

25 components is not removed, the equalizer 66, unlike in

the Fig. 6 embodiment makes effective use of the
power of delayed signal components of the desired sig-

nal, and hence it enhances reception/transmission per-
formance as compared with the equalizer 66 in the

30 embodiments of Figs. 6 and 1 1

.

[0037] While the embodiments have each been
described to employ the complex multipliers 15, to 15q
in the linear combination part 20 and the complex multi-

pliers 271 to 27Q in the transmitted baseband signal
35 generating part 30 for the purpose of multiplication by

the weighting coefficients w^ to wQ *. these multipliers

may be replaced with transversal filters, to which
weighting coefficients w^ to wQH are fed as filter coef-
ficients. Fig. 13 illustrates such a modification. In Fig.

40 13, the equalizer 66 may be of the type that the signal
decision part 67 makes either the hard decision as
depicted in Figs. 6 and 1 1 or the maximum likelihood

sequence estimation as depicted in Figs. 7, 9, 10 and
12. The parameter estimation part 71 estimates the

45 feedback filter coefficient wb* and the filter coefficients

w^ to wQH by using the received baseband signals x-|

to xq, the error signal e(i) and the received symbol sig-

nal aR(i) or aR(M). These filter coefficients are respec-
tively convoluted by the received baseband signals x^)

so to Xq(0 in transversal filters 91 ^ to 91Q of the linear com-
bination part 20 and then convoluted again by the trans-

mitted distortion signal b(i) in transversal filters 92-j to

92q of the transmitted baseband generating part 30.

[0038] The embodiment of Fig. 13 shows the case
55 where the sampling period Ts is equal to the symbol

duration T. In this instance, for example, as depicted in

Fig. 14, each transversal filter 91q (q=1, .... Q) com-
prises plural series-connected stages of delay elements

8
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9A of a delay time equal to the symbol duration T; the

input signal Xq(i) to the series-connection of the delay

elements and outputs Xq(M), Xq(i-2), ... of the respective

delay stages are multiplied by weighting coefficients (fil-

ter coefficients) w^, w2
* and w3

* in multipliers 9B,

respectively and the multiplier outputs are added
together by an adder 9C. That is, the input signal Xq(i) is

convoluted by a filter coefficient vector W
q
H

. The trans-

versal filters 92i to 92Q of the transmitted baseband
generating part 30 are also identical in construction with

the abovemerrtioned.

[0039] It is known, in general, that a timing offset of the

sampling clock causes significant degradation of the

average BER performance when the sampling period

Ts is equal to the symbol duration T. To avoid this, it is

effective to perform what is called fractional-interval

sampling of a period shorter than the symbol duration T,

for example, T/2. Such a fractional-interval sampling
period can be realized, in the Fig. 13 embodiment, by
replacing the delay elements 9A of the transversal filters

91 q and 92q (q=1 Q) of the linear combination part

20 and the transmitted baseband generating part 30,

shown in Fig. 14, with delay elements 9A' the delay time

of which is 1/2 the sampling duration T as depicted in

Fig. 15. In the case of applying this configuration to all of

the transversal filters 9^ to 91Q and 92^ to 92Q in Fig.

1 3, the output signal of the transmitted distortion part 76
is provided every symbol duration T, and hence it is

required to be converted by the transmitting filter part 79
into a signal with the sampling period Ts before it is

input into the transversal filters 92 1 to 92Q . The trans-

mitting fitter part 79 may be formed by using a well-

known cosine roll-off filter or root roll-off filter.

[0040] As described previously in respect of Fig. 6
embodiment, there is provided the modulo operation

part 72 in the transmitted distortion part 76. of the trans-

mitting array pre-coding part 70 of the base station to

prevent divergence of the feedback loop. On the other

hand, the mobile station establishes synchronization

with the received signal in the training signal duration of

the burst signal sent from the base station and receives

the succeeding data signal, but when an integral of 2M
is subtracted from or added to the input signal {a-KO-
wb*0* 1 )) by th© modulo operation part 72 in the base
station, difficulty arises in establishing carrier synchroni-

zation when the mobile station receives the signal sent

from the base station. In particular, when no carrier syn-

chronization is established during the training signal

duration, the mobile station cannot correctly receive the

transmission signal from the base station. As a solution

to this problem, a gain control signal Qq whose amplifi-

cation ratio repeatedly varies between 1 and 0 as
depicted in Fig. 16A is applied to the complex multiplier

77 in Fig. 6 during the training signal period, by which
the transmitted distortion signal b(i) is rendered into

pulse form as shown in Fig. 16B, thereby to prevent a
signal of a large absolute value from feedback. This

gain control is performed only during the training signal

period, and during the data signal period the gain con-
trol signal G0 is set at 1 . The gain control during the
training signal period can be applied to any of the
embodiments described previously.

s [0041] While in each of the above embodiments the
maximum delay time of the delayed signal components
of the desired signal has been described to be 1T, it is

easy to implement an extension to a system in which
the maximum delay time is NT (where N is an integer

10 equal to or greater than 2)«this can be done by replac-

ing each of the complex multiplier 63 of the feedback fil-

ter part 64 and the complex multiplier 74 in Figs. 6 and
11 and the complex multiplier 83 of the feedback filter

part 85 in Figs. 7, 9, 12 and 13 with an N-tap, symbol-
is interval type transversal filter and using its tap coeffi-

cient as the feedback filter coefficient. In the embodi-
ment of Fig. 9, however, it is necessary that the delay
time of the delay element 82 be set at NT.

20 EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[0042] As described above, the present invention pre-
vents degradation of the reception/transmission per-
formance even in frequency selective fading

25 environments and suppresses intersymbol interference

due to delayed signal components by filtering the trans-

mission signal, and hence the invention offers an adap-
tive array transmitter-receiver which is free from the
necessity of providing the function of an equalizer in the

30 receiver of the mobile station.

[0043] The present invention is of great utility when
employed in a high-speed transmission radio system
wherein cochannel interference is not negligible.

35 Claims

1. An adaptive array transmitter-receiver in the TDD
system, comprising:

40 receiving means for converting received sig-

nals from Q combination transmitting-receiving

antennas into baseband signals, and for out-

putting the received baseband signals, said Q
being an integer equal to or greater than 2;

45 linear combination means for weighting each of

said received baseband signals by a weighting

coefficient, and for combining the resulting

weighted received baseband signals to gener-
ate a combined signal;

so feedback filter means for convoluting a feed-

back complex symbol signal and a feedback fil-

ter coefficient, and for outputting the result of

convolution as a feedback signal:

signal decision means supplied with said com-
55 bined signal and said feedback signal, for mak-

ing a signal decision and outputting a decision

signal, and for outputting an error signal result-

ing from the signal decision, said feedback

9
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complex symbol signal and a complex symbol
signal for parameter estimation;

parameter estimating means supplied with said

received baseband signals* said complex sym-
bol signal for parameter estimation and said s

error signal, for estimating said weighting coef-

ficients and said feedback filter coefficient so
that a mean-square value of said error signal

becomes minimum, and for outputting the esti-

mated coefficients; io

transmitted distortion means for convoluting

said feedback filter coefficient and a delayed
transmitted distortion signal to obtain an esti-

mated channel distortion, for subtracting said

estimated channel distortion from a transmitted 75

signal, and for generating the result of subtrac-

tion as said transmitted distortion signal;

transmitted baseband generating means for

weighting said transmitted distortion signal by
said weighting coefficients to generate Q trans- so

mitted baseband signals; and
transmitting means for converting said trans-

mitted baseband signals into RF frequency sig-

nals, and for transmitting them via said

transmitting-receiving antennas corresponding 25

thereto, respectively.

2. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 1,

further comprising transmitter filter means for limit-

ing said transmitted distortion signal to a predeter- 30

mined band, and for applying the resulting band-
limited transmitted distortion signal to said transmit-

ted baseband generating means.

3. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 1 , 35

further comprising modulo operation means for per-

forming a modulo operation of said transmitted dis-

tortion signal so that its power falls within the

predetermined range.

40

4. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 1

,

2, or 3, wherein said signal decision means com-
prises: first subtracter means for subtracting said

feedback signal from said combined signal to gen-

erate an intersymboHnterierence removed signal; a 45

decision unit for making a hard decision of said

intersymbol-interference removed signal and for

outputting said decision signal; a delay element for

delaying said decision signal, and for outputting the

delayed signal as said feedback complex symbol so

signal and said complex symbol signal for parame-
ter estimation; and second subtracter means for

outputting, as said error signal, the difference

between said intersymbol-interference removed
signal and said decision signal. 55

5. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 1

,

2, or 3, wherein said signal decision means com-

prises: subtracter means for subtracting said feed-
back signal from said combined signal to generate
said error signal; and maximum likelihood

sequence estimating means for making a signal

decision by maximum likelihood sequence estima-
tion using the square of said error signal as likeli-

hood information, for outputting said decision

signal, and for outputting a complex symbol candi-
date as said feedback complex symbol signal.

6- The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 5,

wherein said feedback filter means comprises: mul-
tiplier means for convoluting a preceding version of

said complex symbol candidate by said feedback
filter coefficient; and complex adder for adding
together the result of convolution and said complex
symbol candidate at the current point in time, and
for outputting the result of addition as said feedback
signal.

7. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 5,

wherein said feedback filter means comprises: mul-
tiplier means for convoluting said complex symbol
candidate by said feedback filter coefficient; and a
complex adder for adding together the result of con-
volution and a preceding version of said complex
symbol candidate, and for outputting the result of

addition as said feedback signal.

8. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 5,

wherein said parameter estimating means is means
for estimating said weighting coefficients and said
feedback filter coefficient on the basis of said com-
plex symbol candidate input thereinto as said com-
plex symbol signal for parameter estimation for

each state of the maximum likelihood sequence
estimation by said signal decision means, said error

signal and said received baseband signals, said
weighting coefficients and said feedback filter coef-

ficient in said state corresponding to the maximum
likelihood sequence at the last symbol of a received
burst signal being set in said transmitted distortion

means and said transmitted baseband generating
means.

9. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 5,

wherein said parameter estimating means com-
prises: first delay means supplied with said decision
signal as said complex symbol signal for parameter
estimation, for delaying said received baseband
signal for the time consumed for the signal decision

by said signal decision means; second delay
means for delaying said error signal for said time of

signal decision; and a parameter estimation circuit

for estimating said weighting coefficients and said
feedback filter coefficient on the basis of said delay
error signal, said delayed received baseband sig-

nals and said decision signal, said weighting coeffi-

10
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cients and said feedback filter coefficient in said

state calculated at the final symbol of a received

burst signal being set in said transmitted distortion

means and said transmitted baseband generating

means. 5

10. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 1,

2, or 3, wherein said parameter estimating means
inputs thereinto, as said complex symbol signal for

parameter estimation, a receiver training signal dur- w
ing a training signal period of the received signal,

terminates the parameter estimation at the final

symbol of said receiver training signal, and sets

said weighting coefficients and said feedback filter

coefficient at this point in time in said transmitted is

distortion means and said transmitted baseband
generating means.

1 1 . The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 1 0,

wherein said signal decision comprises: a training 20

signal memory with a training signal stored therein;

and switching means for outputting, as said feed-

back complex symbol signal, the training signal

read out of said training signal memory during the

training signal of the received signal. 25

12. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 1,

2. or 3. wherein said linear combination means
comprises: a first complex multiplier for multiplying

said received baseband signals by said weighting 30

coefficients by multipliers, respectively; and a first

complex adder for adding together the results of

multiplication into said combined signal; and
wherein said transmitted baseband generating

means comprises a second complex multiplier for 35

multiplying said transmitted distortion signal by said

weighting coefficients, and for outputting the results

of multiplication as Q transmitted baseband signals.

1 3. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 2, 40

wherein said linear combination means comprises:

a first transversal filter for convoluting said received

baseband signals by said weighting coefficients as

tap coefficients; and first complex adder means for

adding together the results of convolution into said 45

combined signal; and wherein said transmitted

baseband generating means comprises a second

transversal filter for convoluting said transmitted

distortion signal by said weighting coefficients as

tap coefficients, and for outputting the results of so

convolution as Q transmitted baseband signals.

14. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 13,

wherein said first and second transversal filters of

said linear combination means and said transmitted ss

baseband generating means are each a fractional-

interval transversal filter, and said transmitter fitter

means converts said transmitted distortion signal to

a signal of a sampling period which is the delay time
of said fractional-interval transversal filter.

15. The adaptive array transmitter-receiver of claim 3,

wherein said transmitted distortion means com-
prises means for controlling an amplification factor

in a transmitter training signal duration to make the
output of said modulo operation means a pulse

waveform.

45

so
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